Non-negotiables 2018/19
1) Always be respectful to each other and the school environment
Expectation - Be respectful and reasonable towards other students and adults at all times. Treat others how you want to be treated.
Take responsibility for keeping the school environment safe and clean.
Support - Adults demonstrate this to students and let them know when they are being disrespectful.
Consequence - Instant C5 for swearing at or walking away from an adult, opening secure exits without permission and blatant littering.

2) Wear appropriate school trousers / skirt and jewellery as described on the academy website
Expectation - Trousers should be plain black and loose fitting.
Skirts should be plain black, loose fitting and worn at knee length.
Jewellery: only 1 small pair of gold or silver plain round stud earrings worn on the ear lobe, no more than 1 earring in each ear
Support - Clean replacement trousers are available. Expectations are made clear to all students, please ask an adult if you are unsure.
Consequence - Isolation until acceptable uniform and jewellery is being worn.
Jewellery confiscated and returned at the end of the school day once per term. Jewellery will be kept for 2 weeks or returned to a
parent/carer if confiscated again during that term.

3) Use mobile phones only when given permission
Expectation - The use of mobile phones is prohibited in school at all times except when permission has been given by a teacher during lessons.
This applies when leaving the school site and if we discover that a phone has been used without permission e.g. via a parent contacting school.
Support - Phones can be handed in at reception in the morning and collected at the end of the school day.
Consequence - Phone confiscated and returned at the end of the school day once per term. Phones will be kept for 2 weeks or returned to a
parent/carer if confiscated again during that term.

4) Complete all ILTs to an acceptable standard
Expectation - ILTs completed and submitted by the deadline set.
Support - A5 is open at lunch to provide a quiet place to complete ILTs.
Consequence - 30 minute after school detention per missing or inadequate ILT per week.

5) Have correct equipment for lessons
Expectation - Black / blue pen, green pen, pencil, ruler, calculator and student planner. PE kit when on timetable.
Support - Equipment is available to purchase from the school shop using ParentPay. Order details for PE kit are available from reception.
Consequence - 30 minute after school detention for failing to have the correct equipment on 2 seperate days in a week. 30 minutes is added
for each additional day that missing equipment is logged that week.

